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Fellowes lowes Lyra 3 in 1 Binding Centre DD 300 sheets Grey,
White

Brand : Fellowes Product code: 5603101

Product name : lowes Lyra 3 in 1 Binding Centre DD

300 Sheets, 395x423x153mm, 6.9kg

Fellowes lowes Lyra 3 in 1 Binding Centre DD 300 sheets Grey, White:

Lyra 3-in-1 Binding Centre

- Unique 3‐in‐1 Binding Centre allows users to comb bind, staple and hole punch documents using one
single machine
- Sleek, sophisticated design complements the modern workspace
- Comb binds documents of up to 300 pages with a 20‐sheet manual punch capacity and 38mm max
comb size
- EasyPress low effort stapling of up to 30‐sheets of paper. Compatible with 24/6 and 26/6 size staples.
- 30‐sheet hole punch with convenient selector switch for 2 or 4 hole options
- Perfect Align system allows the use to select the appropriate size supplies and maintain optimum
document accuracy
Fellowes lowes Lyra 3 in 1 Binding Centre DD. Width: 395 mm, Depth: 423 mm, Height: 153 mm

Technical details

Method of control * Manual
Binding capacity * 300 sheets
Punch capacity * 20 sheets
Maximum paper width * 29 cm
Product colour * Grey, White
Punch holes quantity * 4
Media weight 80 g/m²

Technical details

Edge guide
Adjustable edge guide
Binding comb diameter (max) 3.8 cm

Weight & dimensions

Width 395 mm
Depth 423 mm
Height 153 mm
Weight 6.9 kg
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